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ABSTRACT 

This thesis is an analysis of Ligeti's Chamber Concerto 

for 13 instruments. It examines in detail the ordering of notes, 

particularly Ligeti's use of canon, and links the pitch organisation 

with other parameters, such as dynamics, instrumentation and 

rhythm, to demonstrate how musical textures are built up. The 

way in which these textures create the overall form of the piece 

is also discussed. The method used is a style of free, descriptive 

analysis, with the written notes linked to the aural effect of the 

music. The the3is is intended to be read in conjunction with the 

score. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ligeti composed the Chamber Concerto during the period 1969-70. It 

is in four movements, and the duration of the whole is about 21 min

utes. The work is written for 13 instrumentalists, although a total of 

19 instruments are used: flute and piccolo, oboe and oboe d'amore and 

cor anglais, clarinet in B~, bass clarinet and second clarinet in Bb, 

horn in F, tenor trombone, harpsichord and Hammond organ (or harmonium), 

piano and celeste, two violins, viola, cello, and double bass. 

The first four chapters of this essay contain a detailed analysis 

of the Chamber Concerto, with one chapter covering each of four move

ments. The fifth chapter contains a summary of the main elements of 

composition, and the conclusion. Although musical examples are present 

to illustrate specific points, the analysis is intended to be read in 

conjunction with the score. 

In this work I have chosen not to use conventional analytical form

ulae, since none of these apply particularly well to Ligeti's music. My 

method involved discovering patterns and connections between notes. and 

examining how the sounds produced by these patterns formed sections, 

and how the sections, in turn, influenced the form of each movement. 

Therefore I have not examined only the printed score - rather, I have 

provided a descriptive analysis, with reference to the overall sound 

and effect of the music. 

There are two other matters which need to be clarified. Firstly, 

I have used the word 'cluster' to describe a chord which, when all the 

notes have been placed in as close a position as possible (this may in

volve octave displacement), contains intervals of one, two, ot three 

semitones. The term 'chromatic cluster' I have used for chords which, 

• 
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after the same process, contain only intervals of a semitone, i.e. be

tween the highest and lowest notes of the chord, all notes in the chro

matic range are used. 

Secondly, in the hand-written musical examples I have made enhar

monic changes for ease of reading. For example, in Canon 1, I have made 

all notes either flats or naturals, changing the Er to Gv where neces

sary. Using flats or sharps consistently makes it easier to recognise 

patterns and changes to patterns, particularly in the canonic sections, 

where Ligeti has not always been consistent in his choice of accident

als. Also, in the examples with no rhythmic notation (i.e. only note 

heads), each accidental applies only to the note following it, so I 

have not used the sign ~ to cancel previous accidentals. 
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CHAPTER 1 

The form of the first movement is a positive golden section
1 

which further subdivides into two subsidiary golden sections, 

the first positive and the second negative. The climax point of 

the main golden section is~ (bar 38), which marks the first entry of 

the note E~ and a change of texture from polyphony within a range of 

less than an octave to sustained EPs over six octaves. The first 

subsidiary golden section climaxes atQTI (bar 26) which marks the 

widening of the pitch range upwards to the note D. D then remains the 

highest pitch and eventually leads on to the E~s at ~. The second 

subsidiary golden section is a negative one, and it peaks at ~ (bar 

47), where the polyphonic movement of the first section returns 

after the sustained chords at Qill • The whole form expresses growth 

(to!]]) , stasis (from [E] to [§] ) and decay (from [§] ) . I shall now 

examine in more depth the means used by Ligeti to create this form. 

The movement opens with a four-voice pitch canon in flute, 

clarinet, bass clarinet, cello and double bass (the last two 

combining to form one voice). At the opening the effect is of a 

double canon, the flute and cl~rinet providing flowing counterpoint, 

while the bass clarinet and cello/double bass have more sustained 

canonic lines (see Example 1). 

The four voices continue, with changes in instrumentation, 

until bar 6. Here the rate of movement in the wind section gradually 

1. The term 'positive golden section' is used when the larger portion 
(.618 of the whole) comes before the smaller. A 'negative golden sec
tion' is when the reverse occurs. 



slews, wnile in the upper strings it gradually speeds up. The density 

is increased by the addition of two more voices in bar 6 and the 

lines become rhythmically fragmented, with changes in articulation 

(i~gato-~taQQato-alfa QO~da) and a momentary lift in dynamics (pp 

to m6 in violins and viola, bar 7). This brief burst of energy leads 

to the entry of the celeste (bar 7) and the resumption (in bar 8) 

of the more restrained canonic movement of the opening. 
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Oboe 

Clannetto 

ClonneHo 
bosso 

Trombone 

4 J-60 
4 Corrente (FiieBend) ® 

)::D J.. ~,2 
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® =--' r-::r:::;-' 
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...... ~~~ ,...._...!.....~~~= 

-.o:. -
s_ ....L r--

-

Pio~forte ~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Celesta 

V1ola 

EXAMPLE 1 
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At the beginning of bar 8 there is a four-voice canon in the 

wind section, increased during that bar to six voices by the entry 

of the trombone and oboe. In bars 9 and 10, four of the canonic 

voices move from wind instruments to the upper four string parts, the 

remaining two parts dying away in bars 11 and 12. The flowing four-

voice canonic movement continues in strings until bar 20. 

The pitch range up to bar 11 has been confined to the five semi-

tones (GP-Bv) contained in the 40-note 'row' which is the source of 

the canonic material (see Example 2). In bar 11 the range is reduced 

to four semitones by the removal of the G~s from the 'row' (I have 

called this Canon 1(a)), but increases to five semitones again with 

the addition of Bin bar 14 (Canon 1(b)). The first appearance of B 

in the canonic parts is marked by the simultaneous entry of the horn 

with a sustained B, increasing the number of voices to five. 

C~Jnon I 

(~•hi.~•,lA••i- •• ,k·~, •• h~•,,l, ,},t.,~. ,.,,,l•h ,,b,~•},h,},,~, 

CQno" f ( o) G.o G;) 

1 L.r.:•/•r•.,r,,,r,:.r,,~.,,, • I 

Conan I(~) (B npl<~e<.s G.v) 

£I.~-. b·l • b ••• b.~··b.,•~•.P•,•• ... •&,.,h~··b·,'·~· J. ' • ' , ' •' - - - -- - - - - - -- - --- -- - -.-

EXAMPLE 2 

In bar 16 the range is further increased by the addition of C, 

replacing the note A in the 'row' until bar 18, where A returns. c 

then replaces A~ . At bar 18 the structure is again a six-voice canon: 

four voices in the string parts, one voice formed by the horn, tram-
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bone and celeste (and later harpsichord), and the sixth in the wood-

wind section. This structure continues to the end of bar 19, with the 

addition of piano (entering simultaneously with the harpsichord) 

halfway through that bar. Through bars 18-19 the notes in the wood-

wind line become gradually faster, giving the effect of a gradual 

a.c.c.e.lVLa.ndo, and there is a dynamic increase from ppp to 6 6 and back 

again. The string parts gradually decrescendo to ppp 

The harpsichord and piano entries in the middle of bar 19 are what 

2 
Ligeti calls "~enza. tempo cadenzas" . These are played as fast as 

possible and are independent of each other. They continue throughout 

bar 20, forming a two-voice canon. They are joined by violins 1 and 2 

in bar 21 and die away during bar 22 (they are unmeasured). All four 

parts are statements of Canon 1(c) (see Example 3). In bar 22 the 

flute, clarinet, and bass clarinet enter, also with Canon l(c), but 

written in measured notation, rhythmically in unison but melodically 

in canon. In the middle of bar 22 the viola and cello enter with Can-

on l(d) (without the note B- see Example 3), and halfway through the 

next bar violin 1 and 2 enter, also with Canon l(d). Near the end of 

that bar (bar 23) the wind parts drop out, reducing the pitch clus-

ter to four notes: G, A, B~, and C. The canonic movement continues 

in the strings through to bar 27, although the viola and cello finish 

during bar 25. At the beginning of bar 25, the four notes of Canon 

1(d) are sounded as a chord by the flute, clarinet, horn 

and double bass. 

2. See Appendix 1 for Ligeti's explanation of the ~en~a ~empo cadenzas. 
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EXAMPLE 4 
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Bar 26 marks the entry of the first pitch material not derived 

from Canon 1. This material, Canon 2 (see Example 4), leads, through 

an increased rate of change of the pitch cluster, to QD (bar 38). 

The opening of Canon 2 describes a four-note pitch cluster (G-A~-~-

C), which is gradually widened by the addition of D, D~ and A. 

The canonic movement begins at the start of bar 26 in the harpsichord 

and piano and moves to wind and brass, but by the middle of bar 27 

has become a three-voice canon between bass clarinet, harpsichord and 

piano, supported by a sustained chord in the lower strings and bass 

clarinet. During bar 28 the violins are added to the chord, so that 

by the end of that bar there is a six-note chord (G-A~-B~-C-cf-0). 

(ano" l 

ij r. • .~ • • 

EXAMPLE 5 

• f I -

D addecl 

In the middle of bar 29 the texture changes to a four-part~~nza 

t~mpo canon in the upper strings, but whereas the previous canonic 

parts had progressed to a point after the addition of the note A, 

the new parts start around the entry of the D, so that the cluster 

is reduced by one note (A) at the change in instrumentation (see 

Example 5). As the canon progresses the note A.returns. By the mid-

dle of the long ~~nza t~mpo bar (bar 30), B is also added, making 
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a full chromatic cluster between G and D. This is the widest range 

of pitch in Canon 2, and, just before QJ (bar 31 ) , the range 

starts to diminish with the removal of the note G. The process of re-

moving the lowest pitch continues until only ct and D remain just 

before lJJ (bar 35). 

During the section up to OJ the four-part, muted string sound 

is varied by the use of colouring techniques, e.g. alia punta, ~uf 

pont~~~ffo, f~gato , and ~u£ t~to . The wind and brass entries (bars 

31-33) help to emphasise the upwardly contracting pitch range: the 

wind enter on a unison Ar , the brass enter on A, the wind re-enter on 

BP , and they all finish on C or Dv • The pitch material is all de-

rived from Canon 2 (see Example 6). An intensification of the sound 

is created at the end of bar 33 by a Ck~~~~ndo from pp-66 in the 

wind parts (which stop suddenly at the end of the bar) and shortly 

afterwards in the string parts, which immediately drop back to pp 

·.y 
I ~~ji, f h .~. ~~~ # ;;;::;. 

brors enfrj Cbar 31) 
i . J. 

-;:::::. ••• &.,I •• ,&,.~ .. ·~ ... r •• •.,. ~,, .... ·"·. I • I 4 

( asi A~ 

8 • ~. I • 
I a sf C 

EXAMPLE 6 
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At OJ (bar 35) the string trills are all that remain of Canon 

2, and the other instruments gradually die away until only violin 

remains in bar 37 to lead the music through to QD (bar 38). All the 

sounds heard so far have been chromatic or semi-chromatic clusters 

formed by moving chromatic parts within the range of a minor sixth 

( G~ -0) . [ill marks the first entry of the note E~ , a widening of the 

range to six octaves, and a new texture of sustained notes. This 

'chord' continues for the long ~enza tempo bar (bar38; ca. 14") un

til QD (bar 39) and through to bar 45, with remnants of it (in the 

cello and violin 1) carrying on until bars 48 and 50 respectively. 

GRAPH 1 

Pit~hes present in the range from E above Middle C to A , a 

tenth below Middle C, in bars 38 - 46 of Movement 1 

E 
t:> 
c T 

IJ. 
Jt,. t 

fl 
E 
!> 

I c. ---. 
Bi I 

I I Al I 

~ 

I 
At [B] the organ enters with a series of chords, reinforced by 

notes in horn and trombone. By [§] (bar 47) the chords have 

covered the full chromatic spectrum in the octave around and below 

middle C (see Graph 1). One bar before @] the organ chord is rein-

forced by the clarinet and bass clarinet and the note E becomes 

prominent in the piccolo, violin 2 and double bass (EV is still 

present in violin 1 and cello). Sustained notes continue in various 
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instruments until the end of bar 50, but [§] marks the return of semi-

and demisemiquaver movement. 

(i I 

CJ,.,.;n,f . 

, v• ..,. • 

EXAMPLE 7 

chromo h·c: ocbve 
---, 

·~·=+-... 

The passages in cor anglais, clarinet, bass clarinet, and viola 

at ED independently describe the 12 notes of a chromatic octave, 

though there is no obvious pattern in the note order and there is no 

similarity between the parts. As can be seen in Example 7 the cor 

anglais states one set of 12 notes plus an extra F, the bass clarinet 

states two complete 12-note sets, and the clarinet states one and a 

half sets and the viola one set plus five notes. The cor anglais, 

clarinet and viola parts finish in the middle of bar 47, while 

the bass clarinet continues through into the following bar. 

t ° Fl ~. • •~• 1 f &o • •li. 

EXAMPLE 8 

. , 
• 
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Meanwhile, halfway through bar 47 the piccolo enters with Canon 

3 (see Example 8), and the celeste witn further canonic material 

which covers a similar pitch range, but whose note order is suf-

ficiently different to call it Canon 4 (see Example 9). 

c~non 4 
/0 

.: , .. 

~ ' l ' .. 

EXAMPLE 9 

~ 1 I ! 
I ' ; I 

j I ! ! 

• l 
i 

Towards the end of bar 47 the piccolo is joined in canon 3 by the 

clarinet and bass clarinet playing in unison octaves, and halfway 

through the following bar the celeste is joined by the organ, also 

playing Canon 4. At this point (midway through bar 48) the clarinet 

and bass clarinet parts are taken over by viola and cello. Towards 

the end of bar 48 the piccolo part finishes (it has been playing a 

~~nza t~mpo figure). This leaves Canon 4 in the organ and celeste, 

Canon 3 in unison viola and cello, and sustained harmonics in violin 1 

(playing high E~), violin 2 (high E) and double bass (E). 

At i}J (bar 49) the inst:tuments not already playing (i.e. picco-

lo, cor anglais, clarinet, bass clarinet, horn, trombone) enter on a 

series of accented unison octave chords, describing the six notes of 

Canon 3, though not in an order in which they appear in Canon 3 

(D, E, G, F, Ff, of). Violin 2 and double bass join in with the 

chords on the third note (G), leaving the violin 1 E~ as the only sus-

tained tone. In the first two chords the notes are spread over a 

range of six octaves, with one instrument to each pitch. In the third 
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chord the range is increased to seven octaves, though with a gap 

between the top two pitches, and there is some doubling of instru-

ments. As can be seen in Example 10 the doubling continues, but the 

range decreases to six, five, and finally four octaves. The end of 

the final chord marks the end of the sustained violin 1 EP, a rem-

nant of the octave unison Ev s at lliJ . 

..... , .. ~. 
Cot". ""5 ! 

...- lr r 

T ctb/. b«SS 

EXAMPLE 10 

The beginning of the final chord (D~) also marks the entry of 

the bass clarinet and organ with Canon 3, both starting on b~ but at 

different places in the canon. At the end of that bar (bar 50) the 

viola also drops out, so that going into ~ (bar 51) there are 

only organ, bass clarinet and cello left, all playing in the lowest 

range of the latter two. 

This three-voiced canon continues pp for five bars, until [§] 

(bar 56). Four more instruments enter at [[j (bar 54), all on the 

note E: the piano plays Canon 3 ~~nza t~mpo, starting 666 and getting 

gradually softer until it dies away in bar 56; the double bass plays, 

with similar dynamics, a line related to Canon 3 but containing only 

four notes ( E-G), since the lower notes ( D and E~ lie below the normal 

range of a double bass (see Example 11); the trombone plays a sus-

tained E in the same register as the bass clarinet/organ/cello canon, 

starting 66 and dying away at the beginning of the following bar; 
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and the clarinet enters with its lowest E (i.e. an octave above the 

trombone) which leads through into [§] . 

clol.ib/e bass from £Kl 
$ • ofJo t 0 o~O I 0 I.~·« 0 op,, f f ~~· f 0 Vo • • ~.I II f 

-;.d. I 
0 

o ~ o i 0 f 0 f ~. IV 0 
0 

II p ~. , ~II 1 II II p 

EXAMPLE 11 

The section from QD to the end of the movement is also based on 

Canon 3, though the pitches of the canon undergo considerable muta-

tion. At [§] the canon describes the chromatic cluster D-G, but 

gradually, &8 the higher notes (F, G~, and G) move upwards and the 

lower notes (E, EP, and D) move downwards, the range widens, and a 

hole appears in the middle of the cluster. By the end of bar 59 the 

upper notes are A, B~, and B, and the lower notes are D, rf, and C, 

and at the end of the movement the upper and lower notes have merged 

into the notes Band C respectively (see Chart 1 ). 

Note-s of Prime Reil"'oJ rode Prime Reir~rode p,..i Me 

Canon 3 a+ lil (_1) (2) (3) (4) 

G G ~Av A~ ~A A ~B~ s~ ~s 8 
Gb G~ G~ ~G A~~A A -+B~ B~ ----?B 

F t= F --.G~ GP~G-f+A~-A- 1-+ B9-+ 

E E E --,)1- EP E~ - ~ D D-+Db-+ 

E~ E~ - ~D D ~DP D~ D~-

D Db D~ - ~c c c 
CHART 1 

Progress of pitches from UTI to the end of Movement 1 
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The mutation of Canon 3 is most obvious in the main statement 

which starts at QD and finishes, after three prime and two retro-

grade statements of the canon, at the end of the movement (see Exam-

ple 12). The instrumentation of this line begins with the sustained E 

(from ~) in the clarinet which is joined in bar 56 by the rest of 

the wind section and the viola, and gradually incorporates the other 

strings, harpsichord, brass, piano, and celeste, so that by the end 

all 13 instrumentalists have contributed to the line. Each instrument 

plays only a part of the canon, some as few as two, others as many as 

16 notes. There is considerable overlapping of the instruments, 

though not always in the same octave, as the line is a continuous 

-3 
one. 

• I 
h;::::; 

, ~..... • if'• 

• • • 

EXAMPLE 12 

The instruments not immediately involved in playing the main 

statement play excerpts from the same canon (with the same pitch mod-

ifications) in either prime or retrograde form. These excerpts are 

3. See Appendix 2. 
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sometimes only two or three notes long, though they can be up to ten 

notes, and sometimes several are joined to form a longer segment. For 

example, in bar 56 there is one subsidiary line which moves from vio-

lin 1, to the first five notes of violin 2, tothe second entry of 

the cello, to the second violin 1 entry, while another line moves 

from the horn to the rest of the violin 2 entry, back to thehorn, to 

the third cello entry, then to the trombone (see Example 13). 

EXAMPLE 13 

At [§] (since some of the instruments from IBJ continue into bar 

56) Canon 3 is present in four octaves: the octave from middle C up-

wards, and the three octaves below that. During that bar the piano dies 

away, taking with it the lowest two octaves and leaving a range of 

two octaves. At the beginning of the following bar (bar 57) the range 

is extended downwards one octave and, in the following beat, up an 

octave also, making a range of four octaves. At the end of bar 58 the 

range is again extended up and down to six octaves. This range con-

tinues into the following bar, but quickly reduces again, and is back 

to two octaves by the middle of that bar. These two octaves (the 

octave from middle C up, and the octave above that) continue, with 
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occasional extensions to the octave below, to the middle of bar 61, 

where the upper octave disappears, leaving only the final two notes: 

middle C and the B above. 
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CHAPTER 2 

The second movement is the longest in the Chamber Concerto, 

and falls into two main sections of contrapuntal writing, each 

bounded by more sustained chordal sections. The opening eight-note 

chord is spread over nearly two octaves, from E below middle C to D 

an octave above middle C. It is a fairly evenly spaced chord, the 

notes being two, three or four semitones apart. This opening chord 

continues unchanged for nearly two bars, then a process of mutation 

begins as it gradually reduces to a range of just over an octave (G 

below Middle C to cl above) at [f) (bar 13). The entries of the new 

notes are not metrical, and occur in all sustaining instruments (i.e. 

everything except Piano, harpsichord, and celeste). The entries are 

also distributed evenly over the chromatic range; that is, the first 

chord plus the first five entries makes a chromatic octave with the 

D repeated, the following 13 notes form another (with the G repeated), 

and the next 12 notes form a complete chromatic octave (see Example 

14) • 

b , .. 
Q 

"I Jo " 

EXAMPLE 14 

In bar 9 some of the notes from this last octave are sustained 

as a chord, and the next five entries are those notes being doubled 
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on the organ. By the end of bar 10 all instruments have died away ex-

cept the organ, which carries on the process of reducing the range 

until @] (bar 13). While this section is heard as a chordal tex-

ture, it also contains a linear element: as can be seen in Graph 2 

there are eight lines, each moving by semitones up or down, and with 

one note frequently overlapping the next. The basic dynamic through 

to ~ is pp, although instruments often start ppp and crescendo 

to mp or mn, and all notes finish with the instruction mo~endo a1 

n{.ente. 

GRAPH 2 

Pitch content of the first twelve bars of Movement 2 

lo. I 

E 
C) 
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AI G. 
Ff 

~ s 
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MiUit C 
AJ 
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... - · 

-
- ·--1- - -,-

Ill II 12 t.> 

· I-- --
-

-- - -i-
---- ~ -

At the end of bar 12 the organ has arrived at an eight-note 

chord which it continues to hold until bar 17. The entry of the flute, 

clarinet, ~nd bass clarinet on the last quaver of bar 12 doubles 

three of the notes in the chord (A, E, A~) and leads into the next 

main section. Between ~ (bar 1 3 ) and [RJ (bar 35) is the first of 

the canonic sections. As in the first movement, the canon is only one 

of pitch, a fact more pronounced in this section since each instrument 
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proceeds at a different metronome speed. 

The canon begins in the clarinet at [II at a speed of J =92. In 

the following bar, at I£] (bar 14), the tempo changes to J =84, but 

the clarinet continues at J =92 through to bar 31 . Also at [QJ , the 

bass clarinet begins a statement of Canon 5 and, when the tempo 

changes at i]] (bar 15), continues at J =84 through to the end of 

the section. This process is repeated for each instrument that enters 

with the canon (see Chart 2). 

CHART 2 

Main instrumental entries between bars 13 and 30 in Movement 2 
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The main instruments stating the canon are clarinet, bass clar-

inet, flute, piano, and organ. Each of these instruments, except the 

flute, makes one complete statement of Canon 5, starting at the point 

marked in Example 15 and all finishing on the last note during bars 

30-31. The flute plays a version of Canon 5 which omits all notes 

below middle C, since that is the lowest note in the flute's range. 

The oboe d'amore, horn and trombone play only segments from the canon, 

as marked in Example 15. 

hom bon~ (l,arS f'l· ZJ) 

, t •#• z ~ 

. , . , 'U• ' tl 1! •• p , 

' , . ' . I I • 

• 9 ... ~ •• , ·~, 
I . ' • #t • "' ' " • I'• • , ···~'· 

. 

EXAMPLE 15 
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Each statement is preceded by a long note taken from the organ 

chord, i.e. the flute E and bass clarinet A from the end of bar 12 

precede the canonic movements of those instruments, the organ chord 

(bars 13-17) precedes the canonic movement in that instrument (bar 

18), and the piano C and horn¥~ enter during the bar before those 

instruments begin their statements of the canon (bars 15 and 16 

respectively). 

The canon describes a cluster which starts with the notes of the 

organ chord at ~ and gradually reduces in range until it becomes 

a three-note chord (middle C, D, and E) spanning a major third. Each 

part, as well as having its own metronome marking, has an individual, 

non-metrical rhythm pattern. The wind instruments have short rests 

(presumably for breathing), but the organ and piano play continuously. 

The oboe d'amore, horn, and trombone work together as a trio of 

concekt~no parts against the accompaniment of the other parts. They 

keep a common metronome mark, and are the only instruments conducted 

throughout the section. Also, they are marked mp , dotce , whereas 

the accompanying instruments are marked pp , non e~p~e~~~vo , and 

Ligeti himself notes in the score that the three instruments "should 

stand out a little". As can be seen in Example 16 they also work to

gether rhythmically, dovetailing at entries and with generally only 

one part moving at a time while the others sustain notes. The bars 

between the conce~t~no entries (i.e. between [!J (bar 24) and [E) 

(bar 25), and between [ill (bar 28) and [Q\ (bar 29)) are marked 

·~enza. tempo , ca. 1 3 "-1 5" ' . 
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EXAMPLE 16 

During bar 31 (a pause bar) the accompanying instruments finish 

and die away, leaving the oboe d'amore, horn and trombone holding the 

notes middle C, D and E in close formation. This chord continues 

until the beginning of bar 33, when the trombone moves from C to C~ 

to D, and the oboe d'amore from D to~, giving the chord D, Drt and E 

for most of bar 34. During these two bars (33 and 34) there is also a 

great crescendo from mr-6-66 (666 in oboe d'amore) leading without 

break to the beginning of the next section at ~ (bar 35). 
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Between [£] and [BJ (bar 40) is the second chordal section. The 

first chord consists of the tritone B - F repeated over four octaves 

and held for ca. 10". This chord carries on into the next ~enza 

tempo bar (ca. 8") where it is joined by three low BPs in piano,trombone 

and bass clarinet. (The bass clarinet moves from the F below middle C 

to double the uppermost B', a ninth below middle C.) In contrast to 

the CJr.e~c.endo up to 0' the chord at m (bar 35) is marked ppp 

in all instruments. This dynamic continues for most of the section, 

the exception being in bar 36, where the piano BPs are marked mfi 

(presumably because the sound dies away fairly quickly) and the bass 

clarinet is marked pp (presumably to compensate for the lack of sus

taining power in the piano). 

The third chord, at ~ (bar 37), keeps the notes of the pre

vious chord but adds the note p# in the horn and flute (the flute 

moves from the Fit held in the previous chords). The next note to be 

added is A, which enters in the cello and double bass harmonics 

during bar 38, and the final change is the F*s in the flute and horn 

moving to G's at the beginning of bar 39. 

The effect of this section is of a pure tritone (B - F) grad

ually being clouded by the addition of surrounding notes, i.e. B 

moves to B~ and A, and F moves to pf and G (see Graph 3). 

The second contrapuntal section begins on the last beat of bar 

39 with a fin chord which states the notes of the opening of Canon 6. 

As can be seen in Example 17 the canon begins with four statements of 

the notes Av, Bv, C, D, EP, and each instrument begins on a different 

note. This canon is again one of pitch, but is unusual in that the 

canonic instruments are rhythmically in unison throughout. The canon 

starts two octaves above middle C, with a range of a fifth and gradu-
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GRAPH 3 

Pitch content of bars 35 - 39 in Movement 2 
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ally moves downwards and widens in range until, by the end of the 

canon, the range is nearly two octaves (from B above middle C to D~ 

below it). The texture also becomes much more open- at the end the 

intervals between notes are thirds, fourths, fifths, and sixths, 
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rather than the tones and semitones of the opening. The flute, oboe, 

and clarinet have occasional rests in their parts, presumably for 

breathing. In these rests the part merely omits one or more notes 

from the canon and continues in rhythm with the following note. The 

omitted notes are played by either piano or viola, entering in time 

but, in the case of single notes, continuing for longer than they 

would in the context of the canon (see Example 18). 
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The five main instruments playing Canon 6 at ~ (bar 40) are 

flute, oboe, clarinet, violin 1, and violin 2j with piano and viola 

as subsidiary instruments. In addition to playing the 'omitted' 

notes, the viola also fills out the missing notes in chords. These 

notes are the exact length of the chord, not elongated like the 

'omitted' notes. For example, in the first chord (end of bar 39) 

each instrument plays a different note, i.e. it is a five-note chord. 

In the next chord (beginning at the very end of bar 40) the five 
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instruments only play a four-note chord, since the BP is doubled in 

the clarinet and violin 2, so the viola fills in the missing note (C) 

to make a five-note chord. The same thing happens to the chord in 

the middle of bar 42: clarinet and violin 2 both play the note C, so 

the viola fills in the missing B . However, in the following chord 

(beginning at the end of bar 43) each of the five instruments plays 

a different note, so the viola does not play at all (see Example 19). 
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At the end of bar 50 the rhythm becomes a constant pattern of 

sextuplet semiquavers. From this point on, there are groups of notes 

omitted, rather than single notes, with at least one note overlapping 

with the notes of the replaced instrument, e.g. in the first viola 

entry in bar 51, the first note, A, is played by both flute and viola, 

the next two notes are played by viola, and then the flute takes over 

again (see Example 20). 

EXAMPLE 20 

Sometimes there are more notes overlapped, e.g. the third and 

fourth beats of bar 52, where the first and last notes of the viola 

entry overlap with the oboe line (see Example 21). 

EXAMPLE 21 

The substitution of viola and piano for the three canonic wind 

instruments becomes more and more frequent during the seven bars 

after [il (bar 5 1 ) . At @] (bar 57) the piano plays for the last 

time in the movement, and at the end of the following bar the cello 

joins the viola as a subsidiary canonic instrument. The viola mean-

while has been playing more and more constantly until, at the end of 

bar 59, it takes over the oboe's canonic line completely (the oboe is 
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silent for the rest of the movement). The cello plays the omitted 

notes from the clarinet part, and gradually takes over the clarinet 

line, with the clarinet playing smaller and smaller segments (see 

Example 22). 

EXAMPLE 22 

At QTI the constant rhythm begins to slow down and become less 

metrical. Four bars later, at QB (bar 60), the music is marked 

alf.aAgan.do, and this continues for three bars until the me.n.o moJ.JJ.JO at 

~ (bar 63). 

GRAPH 4 

Pitches present in instruments not playing Canon 6, in bars 

39 - 69 of Movement 2 
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Throughout this second contrapuntal section, there is another 

group of instruments which does not play Canon 6. These instruments -

horn, trombone, bass clarinet, double bass, cello (until the end of 

bar 58), and clarinet (from bar 62) -play sustained notes or slowly 

moving lines which provide a background harmony and fill out the tex

ture. As can be seen in Graph 4 the notes are all below middle C, and 

form three lines which move up and down by semitones, though with con

siderable overlapping of notes. These notes are mostly marked. p, but 

there are occasional Ck~~~~nd~ to 6 or ri6· 

The instruments playing Canon 6 are marked 66, ~on 6uo~o and at 

[B (bar 51), tutta fa 6o~za. At bar 61 the canonic parts are marked 

d~m~nu~ndo po~o a po~o, and six bars later, at the beginning of bar 67, 

they reach pp. This dynamic remains until the end of the movement, 

with the exception of the trombone entry (bar 68) and clarinet entry 

(bar 69), both of which are marked ppp. The string demisemiquavers ~ul 

pont.i.~ei.lo between W (bar 69) and [il (bar 73) are marked m6 but, as 

Ligeti points out in a footnote to the score, "m6 ~ul pont~c.e.llo 

sounds like pp". 

The string demisemiquavers at \lil and the ~e.nza tempo chord at [X] 

form a short bridge passage between the end of the second canonic sec

tion and the beginning of the third chordal section at CQ (bar 74). 

The canonic movement ends at QU , but the harmony formed by the 

canon is continued until QU by the strings. In Graph 5, which shows 

the canonic parts in the three bars leading up to \I] and the string 

demisemiquavers between \]] and [i], five distinct lines can be seen: 

the high B; high E; BP moving to A; G moving to G~, and then down by 

semitones to DP; and D moving down to Av. Each of these lines gives 

rise to one of the notes of the chord at QU, i.e. B, E, A, D, and A~. 
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Of the other three notes in the chord, the E~ has been sustained by 

the bass clarinet since bar 61, the D~ by the trombone since bar 68, 

and the BP is the end of a short descending line in the double bass 

which entered with C in bar 68, moved to B in bar 70, and finally to 

B~ just before [il. 

GRAPH 5 

F.itches present in canonic parts in bars 66 - 68, and the four 

upper string parts in bars 69 - 72 of Movement 2 
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The chord at [i] (see Example 23) can be seen to be built of per+ 

feet fifths; the two lowest notes (E~ and BP) form a fifth, the two 

notes above (D~ and AP) form another, and the upper four notes (D, A, 

E, B) form a chain of fifths. This chord leads without a break to the 

following section. 
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EXAMPLE 23 

The start of the final section is marked by a widening of the 

pitch range, from three and a half octaves at 5Q (bar 73) to five 

and a half octaves at [I\ (bar 74). The section begins with four 

~enza tempo chords, the first ca. seven seconds, and the other three 

ca. five seconds long. The chords are again based on the interval of a 

perfect fifth. In the first chord, the lowest three notes (G, D, A) 

form two fifths and the rest of the notes form a pile of fifths from 

the low cf to high D. The second chord has the same pile of fifths 

from C~ to D (with an enharmonic change from EP to oJ) and the same 

bottom interval (G to D), but the next fifth up has changed from D-A 

to Dp-Ab. For the third chord the range is reduced to just over four 

octaves: the top two notes (G and D) cease, leaving C as the top note 

in the pile of fifths, and the two fifths at the bottom of the chord 

become C-G and B-~. The lower C and G die away at the end of bar 76, 

leaving just one pile of fifths, from low B to high C, as the fourth 

chord (see Example 23 ). 

EXAMPLE 24 



In the fifth bar of this section, at (AAl (bar 78), the bars 

are again measured. Bar 78 starts with the notes of the previous 
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bar but without the top and bottom notes (C and B respectively) and 

the low C~,and with the D~ changed to an E. In this bar and the next 

there are not chords, but lines moving by semitone up or down. As 

can be seen in Example 24, the flute moves from E up to G, the 

clarinet from ~ down to G, the viola harmonics from F up to G, 

the organ from cf to G, and the bass clarinet from Ft to G. In 

other words, from the chord at (AA! each instrument moves indepen

dently towards the note G, so that from the end of the following 

bar (bar 79) there are five G's in four different octaves. This octave 

unison chord continues through a long pause in bar 80, and the 

movement finishes with another long pause bar, this time silent, 

before moving straight on ('attacca') to the third movement. 
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CHAPTER 3 

The methods of composition Ligeti uses in the third movement, 

particularly of pitch organisation, are similar to those already 

described in the previous movements. The distinguishing feature of 

this movement is the use of repeated ~ta~~ato notes - in fact, almost 

the entire movement is made up of such notes, the exceptions being the 

sustained notes in bars 8-11 and the trills at the end (bars 60-64). 

The notes are sometimes articulated continuously by one instrument, 

giving the effect of a sustained note (e.g. at ~ (bar 12)), some-
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EXAMPLE 25 (a) 
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times by one instrument but separated by rests, giving a more open 

texture (e.g. at QJ (bar 46)), and sometimes by a series of instru-

ments playing small groups of reiterated notes (e.g. at the opening -

see Example 25). 
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Chart 4 shows the number of repetitions of each note by each in-

strument during the first 11 bars (the instruments are listed in order 

of entry). The groups of notes are separated by rests. The first note, 

E, introduces the movement and the new texture, and lasts for nearly 

one and a half bars before the canon moves on. As can be seen from 

Chart 4 each of the wind instruments plays three groups of E's, where-

as those that enter later (i.e. piano and strings) play only one group 

of E's. The actual number of repetitions of each note is not signifi-
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cant, but each group begins either with a ~fipp (wind and piano) or 

with a fioJtte. note pollowed by p-<.a.no notes (strings). The entries of 

the note groups are not metrical, so that the overall sound is of a 

reiterated-note pattern punctuated by sharp accents at irregular 

intervals. 

CHART 3 

Numbers of repetitions of the notes in Canon 7 in each instrument 

at the opening of Movement 3 
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The movement opens with a pitch canon in the wind instruments 

(see Example 26). The canon begins on the note E above middle C, and 

moves outwards to the Ff above and C below. The wind instruments begin 

the canonic movement, and are joined by the piano at the end of bar 2. 

the groups of notes played by each instrument overlap, so that there 

is a continuous pattern of demisemiquavers. 
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The rhythm becomes more complex at the end of bar 3 with the in-

traduction of nontuplets in the flute. These are taken up by the 

clarinet (beginning of bar 4), then by the oboe, clarinet 2, tram-

bone and so on, so that while the demisemiquavers continue, the non-

tuplets form another continuous layer of repeated notes. Halfway 

through bar 4 the flute introduces septuplets, and this forms another 

continuous line through the instruments, and another rhythmiG layer. 

The strings enter at the end of bar 4 and the beginning of bar 5 with 

sextuplets and quintuplets. These form two further rhythmic layers, 

though the quintuplet line is not continuous (see Graph 6). 

GRAPH 6 

Distribution of the various divisions of the crotchet beat (from 

triplets to nontuplets) in the first eleven bars of Movement 3 

The wind instruments finish in bars 5-6, and the demisemiquavers 

continue in the piano. The nontuplets finish at the end of the harp-

sichord entry (bars 5-6). This leaves the piano and four upper strings 
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and the rhythmic ratio 5:6:7 :8. Just before the piano finishes (half-

way through bar 7) the double bass enters with the first of the sus-

tained notes - a muted harmonic on the D above middle C. This entry 

coincides with the last note of a group of D's played by the viola. 

The next two sustained notes follow this pattern also: the beginning 

of the Ff in clarinet 1 (bar 8) coincides with the last Ff in the 

viola grouping, and the E in clarinet 2 (bar 9) with the final viola 

E. The fourth sustained note, C, in the flute coincides with the 

beginning of the repeated C's in violin 2. 

The repeated note patterns end at the beginning of bar 11 with 

the notes C (violin 2) and ctl- (viola and cello). The sustained notes 

form a chord of three whole-tones (C-0-E-~), and continue without 

break to m (bar 12). 

The effect of this section is of a pulsating sound, punctuated by 

irregular accents, which starts with a unison and moves chromatically 

outwards to form a chord spanning the interval of a tritone (C-~) . 

Thechromaticismgradually disappears until the chord that is left is 

formed by whole-tone intervals (bar 11 -see Graph 7). 

GRAPH 7 

Pitch content of the first eleven bars of Movement 3 
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GRAPH 8 

Pitch content of bars 12 - 31 of Movement 3 
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At ~ the whole orchestra except the double bass enters with the 

note Ab, spread over four octaves, again articulated by reiterated 

notes but now in a ~~nza t~mpo pattern (see Example 25(a)). Instruc-

tions in the score say that the notes are to be played 11 medium fast, 

~ta~~at~~~~mo ~~gg~eko (p~zz~~ato in strings), very distinctly artie-

ulated: no flutter-tonguing,but always distinct strokes in the indi-

vidual parts (the concurrence of the parts creates a 'granulated' 

continuum)". The Abs continue for ca. seven seconds, then the clarinet 

1 moves from high AP toG (beginning of bar 13). In bar 14 the high 

A~s in piano and violin also move down to G, and in the following 

bar the APs an octave lower in the harpsichord and violin 2 move down 

a semitone to the G above middle C. In bar 16 the low A~s in cello and 

piano move up a semitone to A~. This process continues, with the APs 

. . I 
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in the two higher octaves moving gradually downwards and the lower A~s 

moving upwards by semitones, with the exception of clarinet 2, which 

begins on the A~ below middle C and moves downwards. Each instrument 

moves at a different rate, and the four A~s continue in flute, oboe, 

trombone and the left hand of the harpsichord until bar 28, where the 

instruments begin independently moving up or down (see Graph 8). 

At ij] (bar 32) the music returns to measured notation.with the 

entry of the double bass, playing very sharply accented 6o~t~~~~mo 

p~zz~~ato notes. During the next two bars the rest of the strings 

finish their ~enza tempo patterns and begin playing measured p~zz~

~ato notes. These p~zz~~at~ a~e marked with various instructions to 

indicate their character: the first group in each instrument is 

marked ~ui pont~~eiio, ~n ~ei~evo and "vigorously 'torn'" (in the cel

lo), and the second group with the sign~ ,which indicates a 'Bartok 

p~zz~~ato' (lift the string and let it snap against the fingerboard). 

Although the notation is measured,the string lines are sometimes inde

pendent of the beat, e.g. violin 2 and viola begin in bar 34 atJ =60 

and, when the beat changes in the following bar toJ =72, both remain 

playing at J =60. The speed of the repeated notes is much slower than 

the ~enza tempo patterns, which gives the p~zz~~at~ more impact. Also 

the p~zz~~at~ a£e marked 66, while the ~enza tempo r1otes are pp. 

The notes in strings form a pattern of chromatic movement, using 

ten notes from the initial double bass B upwards to EP and downwards 

to F~, though this is obscured by the fact that the notes are spread 

over three and a half octaves (see Graph 9). 



GRAPH 9 

Pitches present in measured pizzicati in bars 32 - 39 of 

Movement 3, with reference to the order of entry 
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When the strings begin the 66 p~zz~~ato notes, the other instru-

ments are still playing the ~~nza t~mpo patterns. These gradually die 

away: the harpsichord finishes in bar 34, the trombone and piano in 

bar 37, and the horn and woodwind in bars 38-39. 

43 
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During bar 38 (ED) the harpsichord, then the piano, enter, each 

playing a ter.-note cluster. The harpsichord plays a cluster from the 

G~ above middle C to the F above, and the piano plays a cluster from 

the c* an octave above middle C to the A~ above, giving a chromatic 

cluster a major ninth wide. Both instruments play in measured notation 

at) =66, the harpsichord playing quintuplets and the piano sextuplets. 

All other instruments finish playing during bars 38-39, leaving only 

the two rhythmic layers of harpsichord and piano. Both of these in-

struments also finish at the end of bar 40, but connect without a 

break with the string entry in the following bar. 

At [ill (bar 41) the four upper strings enter with p~an~~~~mo 

arpeggiated p~zz~cat~. Each instrument plays three notes: the outer 

two are open strings a ninth apart, and the middle note is a gf~~-

~ando. 

In the violins and viola the gf~~~ando moves from a semitone 

above the central string to a semitone below the upper open string; 

e.g. in violin 1 the open strings used are D and E, so the glissando 

note naves from A~ (the central string is A) to n# (a semitone bela~ 

theE string- see Example 27). 

VIa. 

~;..'t'-.t>l'i'!,;{.;!a~~::;:,-,_-;,!,1 "d:,";;:,:;;-;:,"~o':.:."r:rJ """ .,.,.,., "" • "" • "'" "" •"" rot >I"""" .tot 11 " • • 
con a:'rd. Slow plxr. · SJI•u. of .,..lddC' ~te uzo 

(~!;;:'a~~v~~~:'~~ ~;:;,. al=~~f}';'~/ Z!Jo.5UI toa.f~ 1o0 ~el~ wi(,u;: ~0~A;;;~g~~r ~'j~b~f9ic-n fr.-t) 

' ' 
Vc. 

Cb 

EXAMPLE 27 
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In the cello the glissando moves in the opposite direction, i.e. 

the open strings are G and A, so the gf~~~ando note starts at G~ 

(just below the A string) and moves to ~(just above the central D 

strin~). The reason for this is perhaps that the violin 2 is using 

strings of the same pitch but an octave higher, and Ligeti may be try-

ing to avoid the need for the two instruments to coordinate their 

gf~~~and~. The sound is also made more complex by having simultane-

ous movement in opposite directions. 
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By the end of bar 41 (a ~e.nza :te.mpo bar, ca. ninE: seconds) the 

I 

,, 

instruments have finished their gf~~~andL 'l'hey continue playing the 

three-note arpeggiated chords into the next section, still playing 

~e.nza :te.mpo. At liJ (bar 42) horn, trombone, piano and double bass 

enter with ~:tacca:t~~~~mo low BPs (two octaves below middle C). Each 

instrument plays in a different metrical pattern, and the notes are 

seperated by rest (see Example 28). This produces an open, layered 

sound with each instrument heard as a different tone colour, but all 

combining to form a rhythmic pattern which shifts in and out of focus. 

This texture - the four upper strings playing ~e.nza :te.mpo arpeg-

giatE:d p~zz~ca:to chords, the other four instruments playing ~:tacca:t~~-
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~~mo low BPs - continues for the next 6 bars. After four bars, at [U 

(bar 46), the rest of the chamber orchestra enters, with an extension 

of the horn/trombone/piano/double bass pattern. The metres used are 

the same as in the low BPs, i.e. triplets, semiquavers, quintuplets 

and septuplets, but the low B~s continue at a speed of) =60 while the 

other instruments enter at) =80 (see Example 25(b)). 

The new notes at QQ form a chromatic cluster extending over a 

minor sixth (from B-G), two octaves above middle C. The individual in

strumental lines can be heard as metrical patterns, but all combine 

to produce a kaleidoscopic effect of shifting colours. The new clus

ter dominates the texture at this point: the parts are marked fio~t~~

~~mo in contrast to the low B~ p~ano and the p~an~~~~mo in the arpeg

giated strings. 

Two bars later, at [K} (bar 48) the viola and cello begin 

upwards gf~~~and~: the two lower notes of the cello move upwards until 

they 'disappear' in the upper register, and the viola middle note (C~} 

moves to the Ff above. During the following two bars the ~enza tempo 

p~zz~cat~ in the upper four strings die away. 

Also at m a Jtaffentando begins I ending at m (bar 50) where 

the tempo is) =60. The Jtaffentando actually only applies to the oboe, 

clarinet 1 and harpsichord, as the piccolo and clarinet 2 remain at 

) =80, the horn, trombone, piano and double bass are still playing at 

) =60, and the other strings are playing ~enza tempo. 

At OJ the violins, having finished their ~enza tempo patterns, 

enter with high Gf (violin 2) and A (violin 1), played as 6o~t~~~~mo 

"torn" p~zz~cato. Violin 1 plays semiquavers and violin 2 triplet 

quavers, and the notes are not separated by rests. These two notes ex

tend the chromatic cluster to a minor seventh (B-A). Bar 50 ( QJl is 
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marked J =60, and in the following two bars there is another Jtai.fe.n-

tando. This again only affects the oboe, clarinet 1 and harpsichord, 

since the violins remain at J =60. At [til (bar 53) the tempo reaches 

J =40 and the viola and cello enter. The viola note (E) duplicates the 

E in clarinet 2, and the cello C duplicates the harpsichord C, but the 

instruments are not in rhythmic unison. The viola and cello also play 

_{ raiU _ 
@ 

_ al -1@1 (meno mosso) 
S3 .J=4Q(Ob., Cl. I, Clavic .. VIa .. Vc.) 

EXAMPLE 29 
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6o.tr.tLo-O.i.mo "torn" p.i.zZJ~c.a.t.i., and, like the violins, the notes are not 

separated by rests. The viola plays quintuplets and the cello plays 

triplets. 

The rhythmic texture at [ill is the densest of this section with 

each of the 13 instruments playing a different metrical pattern (see 

Example 29). In the following bar (bar 54) Ligeti starts to reduce the 

density. The low B~s cease first - trombone, horn then piano in bar 54, 

and double bass in bar 55. In bars 55-58 the high chromatic cluster is 

gradually reduced to the notes G~ and A in the violins, starting with 

the lowest note (B) and gradually eliminating the notes upwards from 

there, except that the viola E and cello C remain. 

The last note (the piccolo G) finishes halfway through bar 58, 

leaving the p.i.zz.i.c.a.to strings -violin 1 playing A, violin 2 Gf, viola 

E, and cello C. These instruments continue for the next one and a half 

bars, then join without a break to \lil. 
The final section, from QTI (bar 60) to the end, consists of 

three extended trills punctuated by irregular, short, accented notes. 

The trills are played p.i.a.n.i.-6-0.i.mo, and form a small chromatic cluster 

an octave above middle C: clarinet 2 plays B-C, clarinet 1 plays cf

~, and piccolo plays D-EP. The punctuating notes are marked -066 and 

are very short. Each consists of the notes E~ and or (the same pitch 

as the trill notes), with the exception of the last one in bar 61 and 

the first in bar 62, both of which also contain D~ played by double 

bass. 

As can be seen in Example 30, the punctuations are spaced gradu

ally further apart from each other, giving the effect of a .tr.alf~nta.ndo. 
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The last entry, in celeste, coincides with the end of all three trills. 

The movement finishes with three bars of silence. 

~I 

}; 71 1 j7 t •wv i ¥') 'f '1 ~ r 

EXAMPLE 30 

Unlike the previous movements, the third movement does not have 

an obvious outer form. It relies on rhythmic and textural development 

to sustain the interest and forward movement. The music moves easily 

from one section to the next, giving the impression that this 

movement has been through-composed. 
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CHAPTER 4 

The fourth movement opens with a short introductory section 

played by the clarinets, and later by the strings, which finishes at 

the beginning of bar 7. The two clarinets play iegato and in rhythrJi-

cal unison for the first five bars, describing the six-note chromatic 

cluster from D-G in the octave below middle C (see Example 31). There 

is no discernable pattern or repetition in the clarinet lines, but the 

notes of the cluster are distributed evenly through the parts and the 

lines are organised so that the instruments never play a unison note. 

EXAMPLE 31 

The cluster begins to change almost immediately: two notes are 

added in the first two bars (G~ in the third beat of bar 1, and A at 
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the beginning of bar 2). The last Dis heard at the beginning of bar 

2, and gradually the notes G, F-#, ~' and F also disappear, so that 

halfway through bar 4 there are only the notes E, ~' and A left. The 

G~ is also removed in the first beat of bar 5, leaving the perfect 

fourth E-A. 

The viola and cello take over these notes in the third beat of 

bar 5, the viola continuing the demisemiquaver rhythm and the cello 

playing sextuplets. The double bass enters at the end of that bar 

with the same E, as a sustained harmonic, and in the following bar the 

violins enter, playing A and B~ in nontuplets. This has the effect of 

clouding the perfect fourth. The clarinets re-enter at the end of bar 

6, again with the notes E-A. 

Bar 7 is the transition from the introductory section to the 

first main section. At the end of the first beat the two clarinets 

start an upwards run, and in the following beat the violins do the 

same. At the end of the second beat the celeste also begins two up

ward runs, one in each hand (see Example 32). These runs do not 

coincide in any instruments, and they are irregular and non-repetitive. 

They are mostly composed of tones and semitones except for the left 

hand of the celeste, which contains larger intervals (major seconds 

and minor thirds). The viola and cello also begin runs at the end of 

the first beat and beginning of the second beat respectively, but 

these runs move downwards. The sustained E in the double bass dies 

away during the second beat. The effect of these runs is of an opening 

out of the sound, from the narrow pitch range of the introductory sec

tion down just over an octave and up about two and a half octaves. 
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EXAMPLE 32 

The upward runs finish together in the fourth beat of bar 7, and 

the final notes coincide with the first notes of the piccolo, oboe 

and harpsichord entries in timing and pitch. The two downward runs 

finish earlier, in the second and third beats. 

The rest of the movement is divided into two parts: the first 

part gradually winding up to the climax at QJ (bar 31), where the mu-

sic drops about six octaves in pitch, and the second part moving grad-
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ually back up to the central pitch range. The first part can also be 

divided into three subsidiary sections, beginning at UU (bar 8),DJ 

(bar 1 5 ) , and 0 (bar 2 4 ) . 

The first section begins in the last beat of bar 7, with piccolo, 

oboe and harpsichord playing ~taccato notes which delineate the chord 

D-F~-A-B~-DP-F (the lowest note, D, is a ninth above middle C). The 

instruments play in rhythmical unison- sextuplets in bar 7, then 

quintuplets followed by semiquavers, triplets and quavers in bar 8 

(~) -but avoid playing in unison of pitch. The line in the right 

hand of the harpsichord uses all notes of the chord except the lowest, 

and in the left hand all except the highest, presumably for ease of 

playing since the timbre will be the same whichever hand plays the 

notes. 

This idea is tossed between instruments and groups of instruments 

for the next six bars, with the entries overlapping. Each entry is only 

about a bar long, until the end of bar 10 and beginning of bar 11, 

where the entries in clarinets and violins become much longer. Instru

ments which enter together play the same rhythmic pattern, i.e. if 

they are playing in measured notation the instruments play in rhythmic 

unison, otherwise both play ~~nza t~mpo patterns. Almost all entries 

are marked ~taccato, tte exceptions being the violins in bar 8 (marked 

con ~o~d~n~, ~ui t~to, aiia punta), the clarinets in bar 10 (marked 

i~gato), celeste in bar 11 (i~gato) and harpsichord and piano in bar 

13 (i~gato). There is no discernable pattern in the arrangement of 

the notes, but all notes of the chord are fairly evenly represented 

through the lines. 

The chord at QD (bar 8) begins to change halfway through that 

bar. The highest note, F, remains and the other notes gradually move 
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upwards by semitone. This process is speeded up in bar 14, a ~enza 

tempo bar. The harpsichord and piano enter with ~enza tempo pat-

terns at the end of bar 13, overlapping with the two clarinets (which 

finish at the end of the bar) and the two violins (which are playing 

~enza tempo patterns and finish early in bar 14). The chord described 

by the harpsichord and piano lines contracts rapidly up towards the F, 

until both instruments are playing an E-F trill (about halfway 

through the bar- see Graph 10). 

GRAPH 10 

Pitches present between the end of bar 7 and bar 14 of Movement 4 
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The trills lead to the next section at [Q (bar 15), with the 

trill in the harpsichord finishing on the F, and the piano on the 

F~ above. F* is also the first note of the piccolo and bass clarinet 

entries at GJ, the piccolo playing in the same register as the piano, 

and the bass clarinet playing four octaves lower. The two instruments 



continue playing four octaves apart for the first four bars of the 

section (see Example 33). 
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EXAMPLE 33 

This musical idea is reminiscent of the clarinet passage at the 

opening , except that here the piccolo and bass clarinet are playing 

in four octave unison throughout. There is again no discernable pat-
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tern to the pitch arrangement, but this time the distribution of notes 

is very uneven, with the highest and lowest notes being favoured (see 

Chart 4). 

The passage at !Il begins with the cluster F!ft -G-G:.if, which expands 

outwards almost immediately: the note F is added in the second beat of 

the bar, and A in the last beat. Gradually, over the next three bars, 

the notes E, o4, A~ and Dare added, so that from the middle of bar 18 

there are two chromatic clusters (D-A~) four octaves apart. 



CHART 4 

Numbers of repetitions of each pitch used in the principal line 

in bars 15 - 23 of Movement 4 

l, .IS I C. 17 /g 19 ~0 .2 , 2..2.. 23 

A# - - I 5 5 7 3 5 b 

A I g 5' 3 3 2... s 2- 2 

Gft 7 ~ 3 2 3 2- 3 2. 4-

G g 4- 4- 3 2 3 '+- 2.. z. 

Fl q 4- 3 3 2 s 3 If. I 

F 7 5 3 2 2_ I 1.1- 3 3 

E - s C::. "' 3 3 .3 If. 1.(-

D# - - 7 s 5 4- :z s 4-

D - ~ - 3 7 7 5 s " 
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The piccolo and bass clarinet parts finish in the last beat of 

bar 18. For the last eight notes they are joined by the clarinet 1, 

following the piccolo/bass clarinet line, but a semitone lower and 

playing in the octave above middle C, i.e. halfway between the piccolo 

and bass clarinet. The three instruments finish together, and the last 

note of the piccolo and bass clarinet line, the principal line, is the 

first note of the violin 1 and cello entry. The violin 1 takes over in 

the register in which the piccolo has been playing, and the cello in 

the bass clarinet's register (see Example 34). 

Violin 1 and cello finish in the second beat of bar 19, and are 

joined for the last ten notes by violin 2 and viola, both following 

the principal line: violin 2 plays a tone below the principal line and 

is pitched an octave lower than violin 1, and viola plays a semitone 

below the principal line and is pitched an octave higher than the eel-

lo. 
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s~mpr~ 'p 

In the second beat of bar 19 the piano takes over the principal 
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line from violin 1 and cello, and a beat later it passes back to pic-

colo and bass clarinet. Each changeover involves an overlap of one 

note. 
1 

This pattern continues for the next four bars, though there are 

several changes: at the end of the first beat of bar 20 the principal 

line moves from piccolo and bass clarinet to violin 1 and cello again, 

but this time the piano joins in (with the notes of the principal 

1. See Appendix 3. 
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line) for the last seven notes of the piccolo/bass clarinet entry and 

plays through to the end of the violin/cello entry, i.e. the piano 

overlaps with both entries. The piano also extends the range by two 

octaves, since the right hand plays an octave above the piccolo/vio

lin 1 line and the left hand plays an octave below the bass clarinet/ 

cello line. 

Four instruments join the violin 1/cello line in the second beat 

of bar 20. All follow the principal line, but the bass clarinet plays 

a tone lower, clarinet 1 two tones lower, oboe three tones lower, and 

piccolo four tones lower, and these subsidiary lines are arranged 

evenly in register between the principal lines. 

The next instrument to take over the principal line is the harp

sichord, and, while the left hand takes over in the same register as 

the cello, the right hand takes over an octave below the violin 1. 

However, the harpsichord is using the 16', 8' and 4' stops which 

means that the upper octave will sound as well. 

Four subsidiary lines join the harpsichord at the end of bar 20: 

violin 1 plays a tone above the principal line, cello a tone below, 

viola a fifth above and violin 2 a fifth below. In the following en

try the subsidiary lines enter at the same time as the principal line 

(now in piccolo, bass clarinet and double bass). The double bass en

try here has the notes D and ~ translated up an octave, since these 

notes would otherwise be below the range of a normal double bass. The 

principal line moves next, without an overlapping note, to the four 

upper strings, in unison in the octave above middle C and playing 666 

mak~at~~~~mo. Previous entries have all been marked p or pp, except 

the harpsichord in bar 20 which is marked 6. The unison strings play 

only six notes, and then the line is passed back to the left hand of 
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the harpsichord and the dynamic returns to p. 

In bar 22 tne principal line moves to piccolo and the left hand 

of the piano, to double bass, and to bass clarinet. In the following 

bar it moves to cello and finally to the piano at the end of bar 23. 

The principal line extends right through this section, and, in 

fact, all the other material is directly related to it since the sub

sidiary lines consist of the same pattern of intervals translated up 

or down a semitone, tone, three semitones, two, three or four tones, 

or a perfect fifth. This gives the section a unified sound, in spite 

of the rapid changes in instrumentation, register, and (from bar 21) 

articulation and dynamics. 

The cluster described by the principal line remains the same 

(i.e. a chromatic cluster from D-A~) from halfway through bar 18 un

til bar 23 (see Example 35), though with the subsidiary lines the 

whole chromatic spectrum is covered for most of the section. The 

cluster starts to reduce rapidly from the second beat of bar 23; then 

during bar 24 the notes B, ob, and finally C, are added until the on

ly notes left are ob and C. At this point the piano left hand is play

ing the principal line and the right hand is playing the subsidiary 

line which is a fifth above. It is also about a bar into the next 

section, which begins at 11] (bar 24). When the tempo changes at [£] 

to ; =72, the piano remains at the old tempo of) =80. Halfway through 

the third beat of bar 22 the horn enters imperceptibly with a sus

tained ob, a semitone above middle c. This leads, with a ~ke~~endo in 

bar 23, to emerge p, dof.~e e~pJte,M-ivo at iLJ. 
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EXAMPLE 35 

The section from l1J to lJD (bar 30) consists of a melodic line 

which starts in the horn and moves to the piccolo, reinforced at 

times by entries from other instruments, and accompanied by loud, fre-

netic piano chords. 

When the piano has finished playing the principal and subsidiary 

lines (from the previous section) in bar 25, it immediately begins a 

~tt~ngendo which takes it, by leaps of a seventh, from two octaves 



below middle C up to four octaves above middle C, and a ~~e~~endo 

which takes it from pp to 666 in a very short space of time (see 

Example 3 6) . 
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~J I I 

mJ'=--P 

"' P--=.f crt!JC. poco a poco 
npr. 

The piano then stays in the register two to four octaves above 

middle C, and plays "as though crazy", following the instructions 

"Piano cadenza: at all times with exaggerated 

force and haste. Do not play at a steady speed; 
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little hesitations can occur ad lib. within the 

general "P Jr.e.J.:>:t-i.J.:>J.:>-imo y.JO!.:>J.:>-ib-f.e." (but no Jr.a£,te.n.-

:ta.n.do!)," 

right through this section. The left and right hands alternate, the 

left hand playing slightly lower pitches than the right, and each 

chord consists of two to five notes in close position. The actual 

pitches do not seem to follow a pattern, but rather the piano produces 

harsh, hammered sounds which gradually move upwards in pitch. 

The melodic line in the horn (bars 24-25) covers almost the en-

tire chromatic spectrum, the omitted notes being G~ and G which are 

the first two notes of the piccolo entry (bar 25- see Example 37). 

• 
, b, H" , •, 

~ . • 

• 

EXAMPLE 37 

The horn is joined by the viola for the last three notes of bar 

24, violin 2 a note later, and violin 1 the note after that. Each 

instrument plays only three notes, all doubling the horn at pitch, and 

each instrument independently plays a CJr.e.J.:>Qe.n.do from y.Jy.J to mp (viola 

and violin 2) and mp (violin 1) and pack to y.J. The horn also has a 

CJr.e.J.:>Qe.n.do to mp and de.~te.oQe.n.do, beginning just before the viola entry. 

These overlapping CJr.e.J.:>Qe.n.d-i./de.CJr.e.J.:>Qe.n.d-i. produce an intense, expressive 

sound. 
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At the beginning of bar 25 the oboe enters, doubling the horn, 

followed a note later by the clarinet 1 playing an Ab. This AP is the 

last note of the horn, and at the end of that note the piccolo and 

cello enter with the note G~, a twelfth above middle C. From this 

point on the piccolo becomes the main melody instrument, and the 

entries in all other instruments (apart, of course, from the piano) 

double the piccolo part at pitch. 

The G~ lasts from from the second beat of bar 25 to the third 

beat of bar 26, and the oboe, clarinet 1 and cello each play non-coin

ciding Cke~~e~d~ (to 66l and deekL~~e~d~. The piccolo also plays a 

Cke~~e~do, but later than the other instruments, and does not de

Cke~~e~do again so that it emerges as the most prominent sound at the 

end of the G~. The piccolo melody continues until halfway through bar 

29, with the wind and strings doubling occasionally for one or two 

notes at a time. The doubled notes are those from G (two and a half 

octaves above middle C) downwards, and Ligeti obviously has a good 

reason for doing this: the notes in that part of the piccolo range 

are quite weak, whereas those in the upper register are very pene

trating, so the doubling serves to make the.melodic line more evenly 

heard. There are two exceptions: in the last beat of bar 28 the E~ is 

not doubled, but it is marked ~ub~to mp after a Cke~~e~do to 666; and 

~he very last note of the piccolo, which is marked p at the end of a 

deeke~~e~do. 

The doubling of some notes also adds to the intensity and expres

sion of this section, as do the modes of attack (~66, or u rapid 

Cke~~e~do within one note) and the quick changes of dynamics in the 

piccolo part (rapid ~~e~~e~d~, 66p, ~ub~to 66, etc.). 

The actual pitches of the piccolo can be seen to be a repeated 
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pattern when confined within an octave, also covering the entire 

chromatic spectrum, except that the first statement of the pattern 

has the eleventh note as another D, rather than as an F (see Example 

38). 

$£ .. t ' , I 

I 
~ 0 ~ 
& E ' ' I 

,. 

EXAMPLE 38 

The piccolo finishes halfway through bar 29 with a final, rapid 

burst into the top octave. The piano, meanwhile, is playing another 

.-6Vt.tn.ge.n.do, and "hammering like a madman". The pitch has gradually 

risen until, in the .-6e.n.za te.mpo bar (bar 30), the notes used are A, 

Bv, B and C four octaves above middle C. This is the climax point of 

the movement: the music has wound gradually upwards in pitch and in-

tensity until QD, where the pitch suddenly drops six and a half 

octaves but the intensity continues. The music them begins to wind up-

wards in pitch again and to relax. 

At QD (bar 31) the trombone sustains its pedal F for two and a 

half bars, playing p, doi~e. and 8ventually dying away to nothing. 

Meanwhile the double bass, at [§], is playing 66n, "as though crazy" 

and making a "scratching noise". The double bass line describes a 

chromatic cluster from E-A in the same low register as the trombone, 

the sound again being reminiscent of the patterns in the clarinets at 

the beginning of the movement, and in piccolo and bass clarinet atOQ 

(bar 15). However, whereas these previous examples were marked ie.gato 

and played as even demisemiquavers, every note in the double bass part 

at Qil is marked with an accent, and the rhythm alternates between 

five, six and seven notes per beat (see Example 39). 
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The cluster gradually begins to move upwards by semitone. At the 

beginning of bar 33 the note E is eliminated and A* added, and at the 

end of that bar the last F is heard and B is added. At [B (bar 33) 

the piano enters, describing the same cluster as the double bass but 

not following the same note order, and playing ppp, ~t~ee~t~~~~mo 

ie.gg~Vl.O with a slow c;ce..oee.ndo over the nexc three bars. The rhythm 

is also different but linked to the double bass: in bar 33 the two 

instruments alternate playing sextuplets and septuplets, so that they 

are never playing in rhythmic unison, and from bar 34 onwards the 

piano plays one more note per beat than the double bass (i.e. when 

the double bass plays quintuplets, the piano plays sextuplets etc.). 

In bar 34 the double bass begins a de.e~e..oee.ndo which takes it 

from 666 to ppp seven bars later. In the same bar the piano begins a 

~e..oee.ndo which continues for the next three bars, arriving "like a 

sudden explosion" at 666 when the piano part finishes (bar 36). The 

last two notes of the piano (E and F) are also played by the trombone 

(.06 and .o66) ar.d bass cl3.rinet (ppp). The trombone plays only these 

two notes, but the bass clarinet continues the line from the piano 

with a poeo ~e..oee.ndo. Meanwhile, at the beginning of bar 36, the 

cello enters, also playing ppp, poeo ~(..~ee.ndo. The cluster has moved 



upwards so that it now lies within the cello range, i.e. the lowest 

note is now the C two octaves below middle C. 
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None of the three instruments (bass clarinet, cello and double 

bass) plays the same note pattern or the same rhythm; in fact the rhy

thm patterns are again organised so that the instruments never play 

in rhythmical unison. In bar 37 the cello and, shortly afterwards, 

the bass clarinet, reach the peak of their Ck~~~~nd{ (mn) so that 

from bar 38 onwards there is an overall d~Ck~~~~ndo. 

At the beginning of bar 37 the chromatic cluster has reached its 

highest and widest point, spanning the tritone ~-G. Halfway through 

the first beat of bar 37 the note D is eliminated, and later in the 

bar the F~ also disappears. The cluster gradually becomes less dense 

until 7 by the second beat of bar 40, only the notes C~ and G remain, 

accompanied by a sustained E in trombone. 

The trombone dies away in the third beat of bar 40, and the daub-

le bass in the first beat of the following bar, leaving the bass clar

inet and cello playing C~ and G, still using different metrical 

patterns. The bass clarinet dies away at the end of the bar, but the 

cello leads into the next section. Halfway through the last beat of 

bar 41 the cello part moves from~ to C and begins an arpeggiated 

pattern. It is joined by the viola at the end of bar 41, violin 2 in 

the first beat of bar 42, and violin 1 in the following beat. 

Each instrument plays a different pitch order, though all play 

arpeggiated string-crossing patterns. In bar 42 and the first beat of 

bar 43 the instruments play septuplets, demisemiquavers or nontuplets, 

but from the second beat of bar 43 they work in pairs and alternate 

between demisemiquavers and nontuplets, so that when violin 1 and 

viola play demisemiquavers, violin 2 and cello play nontuplets and 
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vice versa. The actual pitches in this section fall into four group-

ings, each of which makes up a line. As can be seen in Graph 11, each 

line may contain three or four pitches at once, and the lines move 

gradually upwards until [Kj (bar 46). 

GRAPH 11 
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From the end of bar 45 the four upper strings are joined by 

sustained notes in the wind, double bass and organ. The beginning of 

each of these sustained notes coincides with the appearance of that 

note in one of the arpeggiated patterns. The entry of the sustained 

notes also marks the more static nature of bar 46 (see Graph 11) 

where the string-crossing patterns continue as before, but the move

ment of pitch in the four lines is greatly reduced. 

The range up to this point has been about two octaves. In bar 47 

the range expands, with the two upper lines in violin 1 moving upwards 

(c-c4-o etc. and E-F-~ etc.) while all other lines move downwards. By 

bar 49 the pitch movement has again become static, this time with a 

range of about five octaves. Many of the notes in the string parts are 

open strings, e.g. G and Din violin 1, G,D and A in violin 2, and C, 

G and D in viola. The double bass enters at the end of bar 48, adding 

the notes B~ and F. The only moving lines in the string section at 

this point are in the violins, the highest line being doubled first 

by the flute (F and G~) and then by the organ (G). The string parts 

continue into the next section at [i1 (bar 50). Halfway through that 

bar the range is reduced to approximately three octaves by the double 

bass line moving gradually upwards and the violin lines dropping to an 

octave above middle C. The organ continues the violin 

high A, however, and this is sustained until bar 54. 

line to the 

The string range continues to reduce until, in bar 52, it becomes 

an octave: the cello plays a sustained A just below middle C, the 

double bass a sustained A an octave higher, and the violins and viola 

play trills from A - B~ in the same register as the double bass. The 

organ also plays sustained notes: A below middle C, E a tritone above 

and A three octaves above. 
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The new section begins halfway through bar 49 with the clarinet 

and bass clarinet entries. The clarinet begins on the E~ below middle 

C and the bass clarinet on the F below that. In bar 50 ( QOJ the flute 

enters on middle C and the oboe on the E above shortly after. Each 

instrument plays a ~~nza t~mpo pattern, p~~~t~~~~mo po~~~bl~, l~gato, 

and enters imperceptibly, with a slight ~~~~~ndo to pp. 

The note order in the ~~nza t~mpo patterns is different in each 

instrument, but once again the notes used are the same in all parts, 

i.e. they form overall clusters. Each instrument begins with the full 

chromatic spectrum: the clarinet and bass clarinet each play three 

statements of twelve chromatic notes, the flute plays two, and the 

oboe one statement (see Example 40). After these statements notes be-

gin to disappear from the cluster; first G, then F, then B. The 

spread of notes through the instruments remains even, although the 

cluster is diminishing. 

ocl-ave c.h,o.vlct l-,c oc~ave.s 

• • I I • 
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EXAMPLE 40 
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EXAMPLE 40 continued 

The instrumental lines move rapidly upwards from the initial 

statements and settle one and a half to two and a half octaves above 

middle C by the end of bar 51. At this point there are only three 

instruments playing the ~enza tempo patterns, the double bass having 

finished in bar 51. 

The oboe finishes its ~enza tempo pattern at the beginning of 

bar 53 ( lAA)) and sustains its last note, of, through into the follow-

ing bar. Bar 53 is a ~enza tempo bar and its duration "depends on the 

oboist's breath capacity". 
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The cluster described by flute and clarinet continues to be re

duced, until only the notes D and E remain, and both instruments die 

away during bar 53. When the flute and clarinet have finished, the 

sound for the rest of the bar consists of the A - Bb trills in violins 

and viola, sustained A's in three octaves (the A below middle C in 

cello and organ, A above middle C in double bass, and two octaves 

above that in the organ) and, making a tritone from the A's, ·EP in or

gan (just above middle C) and the high o# in the oboe. All instruments 

are marked pp except th•::e oboe, which gradually becomes prominent 

through a Cke~Qenda to 6, then leads into the next bar with a 

Cke~Qenda malta to 666. 

The first note of bar 54 ( @:ID ) is the off, tied over as the first 

note of a sextuplet. The oboe continues in sextuplets, doubled by 

flute and clarinet except on the low E, and the bass clarinet for the 

A# and E only. 

All these instruments are marked 666 and 6ekaQe (see Example 41). 

There are no repeated pitches in this section and, like the piccolo 

melody in Example 38, this is seen more obviously when the notes are 

confined within an octave (see Example 42). 

The sustained notes in organ, cello and double bass finish in 

the first two beats of bar 54, and the trills in violins and viola re

solve onto the note cP on the second half of the second beat, immedi

ately after the unison woodwind line has finished. This cP is doub

led at pitch by the B in the trombone, which also enters on the second 

half of the second beat. The trombone then plays a glissando for a 

dotted quaver, finishing on the F above. This F links with the flute 

entry which forms the final musical idea. 
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EXAMPLE 41 

EXAMPLE 42 

The flute plays the notes F (an eleventh above middle C) and E 

(a third above middle C) in a ~~nza t~mpo pattern, with a slur from 

the lower to the upper note each time. This idea is thrown between 
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the flute, celeste, organ and clarinet, with the short ~~nza t~mpo 

patterns overlapping. Each instrument plays only two pitches, forming 

the interval of a ninth or tenth (see Example 43). The clarinet fin

ishes during the first beat of bar 55, and the rest of the bar (~~nza 

t~mpo, ca. 15 seconds) is silent. 

EXAMPLE 43 

These last two bars conclude the movement: the music has gradual

ly relaxed from the climax point at QD (bar 31), but the rapid 

changes in sound of bars 54-55 helps to break down the strong feel

ing of continuity which Ligeti had created in this movement. 



CHAPTER 5 

The overall form of the Chamber Concerto is based on a manipu-

lation of sounds; sometimes chords based on a single interval, 

sometimes clusters of notes. In an article in 1958
1

, Ligeti said 

that he thought it would be "worthwhile to try and achieve a 
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compositional design of the process of change", and this is obviously 

an idea he has developed since then. It is, of course, not a new 

idea - much of the interest in a Beethoven symphony comes from the 

process of changing from one harmonic area to another - but Ligeti 

is not using traditional harmonic language, and therefore must 

create his own musical language in which the change is obvious. 

The basis of Ligeti's language is his use of pitch, though other 

parameters (e.g. rhythm, dynamics) add to the sense of change. In the 

Chamber Concerto there are two main types of sound: the cluster (a chord 

of two or more notes which, when placed in close position, form major or 

minor seconds, or occasionally major or minor thirds), and the 'pure' 

interval (in the Chamber Concerto this may be an octave, fifth, tritone 

or fourth) either on its own or used to form a chord. Both of these 

sounds can be expressed as a polyphonic texture, as sustained chords, 

or as a combination of the two. 

The sustained chords can be formed by sustained notes (e.g. Move-

ment 1, bar 38~; Movement 2, bar 35[f]; Movement 2, bar 74(1]), very 

slowly moving lines (e.g. opening of Movement 2; Movement 2, bar 78 [AAl), 

reiterated notes (e.g. Movement 3, bar 12 [QJ~ Movement 3, bar 46 [1]), 

1. Ligeti, Gyorgy. "Metamorphoses of Musical Form." Die Reihe, Volume 7, 
1958: 5-19. 
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or oscillating patterns (e.g. Movement 4, bars 5-6~ Movement 4, bar 42 

The polyphonic textures are formed by canonic movement (canon of 

pitch only) in the first three movements, and by less organised sequen

ces in the fourth movement. The polyphonic lines in the fourth movement, 

like the canons in the earlier movements, are a means of articulating a 

cluster or chord, and unison notes are avoided, although there is seem

ingly no pattern to the organisation of the individual lines. 

At times the two textures are combined (i.e. polyphonic texture is 

accompanied by sustained notes) either with the sustained notes stating 

the same chord as the polyphony (e.g. Movement 1, bar 25 tQJ; Movement, 4, 

bar 46 ~) or with the polyphony as one layer and the sustained notes 

forming another (e.g. Movement 1, bar 47 [QJ). 

There are also two major examples of textures which do not fit any 

of the above descriptions: the first is at [BJ (bar 40) in Movement 2, 

where the canonic parts play in rhythmical unison, making a homophonic 

texture accompanied bv a separate layer of sustained notes; and the 

second is in the fourth movement at [EJ (bar 24) where the texture is 

a single melodic line (with occasional unison doublings) accompanied by 

rapidly shifting chord clusters. 

This is the basic compositional material which Ligeti uses to ex

press his musical forms. The pitch material never stays static for very 

long (the longest period occurs in ~en3a ~empo bars which have chords 

ca. 14" long, e.g. in Movement 1, bar 38 [ill), and this creates a feeling 

of movement in the music. Other parameters also contribute to the process 

of change within the form: these are pitch, density, range, rhythm, metre, 

dynamics, mode of attack, instrumentation, and timbre. 
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Pitch, Density, and Range 

The most obvious sense of change occurs when the pitch shifts from 

a narrow range to a wider range or vice versa, e.g. at the opening of 

Movement 3, the pitch moves from a unison E to a chord with a range of a 

tritone
2

, and in Movement 4 the entries in the piccolo and bass clarinet 

at[!] (bar 15) move from F, F# and G to a span of a minor sixth
3

• Con

versely, in Movement 1 the pitch moves from a range of a fifth (G-D) in 

bar 30, upwards to a range of a semitone (c#-D) at bar 35
4

, and in Move-

ment 2 the opening chord, with a range of a tone less than two octaves, 

moves inwards until it spans a tone at the end of bar 34
5

. 

Another obvious pitch changz occurs when a 'pure' interval is 

'clouded' by the gradual introduction of notes other than those forming 

the interval, e.g. at ~ (bar 38) in Movement 1
6 

and [§] (bar 12) in 

Movement 3
7 

beginning with unison octaves, and in bar 35 in Movement 2
8 

beginning with a chord made of tritones. 

The next main type of pitch change is when a cluster moves upwards 

or downwards as a band of sound,i.e. it keeps a similar range (e.g. in 

Movement 4, bar 31 W). 
The density (number of parts sounding simultaneously) contributes to 

the patterns formed bv the alteration of pitch range (as shown in the 

2. See Graph 7. 

3. See Example 35. 

4. See Example 5. 

5. See Graph 2. 

6. See Graph 1. 

7. See Graph 8. 

8. See Graph 3. 
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graphs in Appendix 4), but does not always coincide exactly with the in-

crease and decrease in range. Movement 3 begins with the note E stated 

by the flute and clarinet, joined during the next two beats by the other 

four wind instruments. At the end of the second bar the piano also enters 

and at the end of bar 4 and during bar 5 the four upper strings and 

harpsichord enter, giving a greater density. However, from the beginning 

of bar 5 the wind instruments and harpsichord finish one by one, so that 

by the middle of bar 6 only the four strings and piano are left. In bar 

10 there ate seven parts; four consisting of sustained notes and three 

consisting of reiterated notes, and in the following bar the reiterated 

notes finish, leaving only the sustained notes. Therefore, while the 

pitch range increases from a unison to a tritone, the density 

increases until about halfway through the section, then decreases 

to the end. 

Where the pitch range reduces to a small interval, the density 

usually reduces to match it, e.g. at ~ (bar 35) in Movement 1 the 

range has reduced to a vW-D trill, and between [!] and ~ (bars 35~38) 

the density is reduced from the four unison strings to violin 1 alone. 

Densitv can also be used as a parameter that is not linked to an expand

ing or reducing range, e.g. at [§] (bar 31) in Movement 4 there is one 

sustained note and one canonic line. At [iJ (bar 33) the sustained note 

dies away and another canonic line enters, and at [1Q (bar 36) yet 

another canonic line enters.Four bars later (bars 39-40) another sus-

tained note enters, so that there are three canonic lines and one sus-

tained note. While the density has been increasing, the pitch range has re

mained constant, though the cluster has moved upwards in pitch. 

Density is combined with register to produce a feeling of rapid 

change in Movement 4 at~ (bar 19), where the principal line moves in 

four octave unison, with extra parts added at irregular intervals and in 



varying registers. Halfway through the section (at ~ , bar 21) the 

principal line itself undergoes various register changes (see Appendix 

3). 

Rhythm and Metre 

78 

The most obvious way in which rhythm affects the sense of movement 

within a section is when it produces a feeling of speeding up or slowing 

down, e.g. at~ (bar 33) in Movement 1, the wind have a gradual, written 

out acce~e~ando. In the first beat the instruments play semiquavers, 

quintuplets and sextuplets (i.e. they play in the proportion 4:5:6), in 

the second beat they play in the proportion 5:6:7, and in the third beat 

6:7:8. 

The converse occurs in Movement 2 at DD (bar 57), where the pattern 

of sextuplets gradually moves to quintuplets, semiquavers and so on,until 

the rate of movement is very slow just before [g} (bar 69). There is 

another written-out ~a~entando at the end of Movement 3 ( UU, bar 60), 

where the trills are punctuated by short, accented entries which occur 

9 
further and further apart 

Another way in which the rhythm contributes to the feeling of 

movement is in the sections in the third movement, where the reiterated 

notes make a shifting pattern which moves in and out of focus, e.g. at [ZJ 

(bar 46) nine instruments have short, accented notes, each with a dif

ferent rhythm, while the four upper strings have arpeggiated patterns
10

• 

Metre is not obvious in Ligeti's music. In fact he makes an effort 

to disguise any metre by eliminating any sense of beat, e.g. in the 

9. See Example 30. 

10. See Example 25(b). 
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canonic section at the opening of Movement 1 there is a great variety of 

note values, and notes are frequently tied over from one beat or bar to 

11 
the next • Also, Movement 3 opens with regular, repeated demisemiquavers, 

but a sense of metre is avoided by the use of irregular, unmetrical 

12 
accents In Movement 4 there is the instruction at the beginning to 

"play very evenly; do not observe bar subdivisions". 

One use Ligeti does make of metre is when parts proceed at·different 

metronome speeds, e.g. the first canonic section in Movement 2 ([§], bar 

13). This helps to separate the strands of sound. 

Dynamics and Mode of Attack 

In many places in the Chamber Concerto, Ligeti specifies that the 

instruments should be equal in dynamics, e.g. in Movement 2 at ~ (bar 

35) ("the instruments entering ..... must be absolutely balanced in their 

dynamics: ppp is equal in all instruments"), and at bar 5 in Movement 4 

("Dynamic balance: Vla, Vc. pp = Clar.1, Clar.2 pp. The two strings con-

tinue the clarinet parts without a break, so that only the tone colour 

changes, but not the volume"). 

However, there are places where certain instruments are more impor-

tant than others, notablv in Movement 2 at [QJ (bar 13), where Ligeti 

states in a footnote: "Dvnamic balance: pp is absolutely equal in Fl., 

Cldr., Clar. basso, Org., Pf. (all these instruments stay in the back-

ground). NB. The piano should play a subjective p so that it sounds the 

same as pp in the other instruments. The other three instruments (Ob. 

d'am., Cor., Trbn) should stand out a little (mp is equal in Ob. d'am., 

11. See Example 1. 

12. See Example 25(c). 
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Cor., Trbn)". Also, in Movement 4 at~ (bar 53), the oboe gradually 

dominates the sound since it is marked with a ~e~cendo from pp-ttt, 

while all the other sustained instruments are marked pp c~emp~e ). 

Dynamics also produce a feeling of change when instruments alter 

their dynamics together, giving an overall ~e~cendo (e.g. in Movement 2, 

bars 33-34) or de~e~cendo (e.g. in Movement 4 from the end of bar 37 to 

bar 41), or when instruments play non-coinciding ~e~cendL/de~e~cendL, 

giving an expressive intensity (e.g. Movement 1, bars 56-61 QU 13
, and 

Movement 4, bars 24-29 [1]). 

Dynamics and mode of attack are combined to produce two of Ligeti's 

most common sounds: the instructions "attack imperceptibly" and "mo~endo 

a) n~ente", combined with ~e~cendL and de~e~cendL respectively, give 

the effect of notes appearing from nowhere and disappearing to nothing, 

since there is no clearly perceived beginning or ending point for such 

notes. 

The mode of attack can also help to separate layers of sound (e.g. 

Movement 3, bar 32 W where the rapid ~taccato '~en3-a tempo' patterns 

are contrasted with slower, accented, repeated notes), or to articulate 

a chord or cluster (e.g. Movement 3, bars 1-9, where the reiterated notes 

are punctuated by ~tp or tp accents at the beginning of each entry, and 

Movement 3, bars 60-64, where the continuous trills in the piccolo and 

clarinet are punctuated by the same notes played as ~ttt accents by 

other instruments). 

Instrumentation and Timbre 

Instrumentation is an important part of Ligeti's composition

shifting instrumental colour is an obvious way of maintaining interest 

13. See Appendix 2. 
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and a feeling of forward movement. On a small scale, canonic lines can 

pass freely from one instrument to another, and, on a larger scale, Li-

geti often uses instruments in families (i.e. wind, strings), and either 

the music moves from one family to the other (e.g. the first eight bars 

of Movement 3, which move gradually from wind to strings) or the fam

ilies contrast to form different layers (e.g. Movement 1, bar 31 W, 
where the wind impose a new layer on top of the string sound·). 

Individual instruments also form layers of colour, most obviously 

in Movement 3 at GJ (bar 42)
14

, where the different instrumental colours 

help to separate the rhythmic layers of the low Bvs. There are also many 

examples of rapid changes in instrumentation, often associated with a 

rapid change in other parameters (e.g. Movement 1, bar 56 [U 15 
and 

Movement 4, bar 18 QJ 16
). 

Ligeti makes use of changes in individual instrumental timbre (such 

as con -1017_di._n_j_ in strings and brass, -1u)_ ta-1.to_, and -1uJ.. pont}_ceuo in 

strings) throughout the Chamber Concerto. These different timbres are 

used either as another instrumental colour for a short section (e.g. 

Movement 1, bar 56 QJ, where each instrument plays short groups of notes, 

and the strings move regularly from -1u~ pont}_ceVo to Oll_di._n_a~o and 

back), or as a gradually developing change in the sound (e.g. in Move

ment 1, the long four-part string section between W (bar 29) and [}D 

(bar 38), where the strings move gradually from Oll_dUlall_j_O to -1u~ pontj_

ceVo, to -1U~ ta-1to and back to ~u)_ pont}_ce~~o, and in Movement 4 from 

~ (bar 42) to =Yj (bar 49), where the four upper strings move gradu

ally from ~u)_ .ta~tu to ~u~ pontj_ce~~o and back to Oll_di._n_a17_j_o. 

14. See Example 28. 

15. See Appendix 2. 

16. See Appendix 3. 
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Use of Canon 

Ligeti's use of canon is restricted to the organisation of pitch, 

i.e. the canons do not control rhythmic organisation. The most intricate-

ly organised canonic section is the opening of the first movement, where 

the canonic material is treated almost as a serial row and used in prime 

and retrograde form. 

The melodic material for Canon 1 derives from a 40-note canonic 

'row' (see Example 2). The row contains eight repetitions of each of the 

five notes in the cluster (Gv-Br), although the first two (sometimes the 

first three) notes are optional (e.g. at the opening the bass clarinet 

begins on note one, cello on note two, flute on note three, and clarinet 

on note four). The distribution of the notes is not regular; the row can 

be divided into eight groups of five notes, and of the eight groupings, 

four are aberrant (see Chart 5). 

CHART 5 

The notes of Canon 1 divided into eight groups; showing groups 

which do not contain the five different pitches 

I A G 

2 8~ 
~ 

(.2x A, t1o GJ 

\!) 3 G G I (2xG,t1oBb) 
~ 

4 ( (, X Ab I t1 0 A) D.. lf. 
;, .. 

5 (z X B~ I 1'10 Ab] ~ 
\!) 

b 

\:' 7 
0 

:z:: g 

The canonic lines move continously along the note row; the last note 

of the prime form is the first note of the retrograde form, and vice-

versa. As changes in the pitch cluster occur these are absorbed into the 
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row. When Gv drops out at bar 11 it is simply left out of the row, and 

when B is added at bar 14 it goes into the row at the places where G~ was. 

Where a note has been left out of the row, and where the notes 

either side of the omitted note are the same, then the following note is 

also omitted, so that no note is repeated (e.g. B-G~-B-C becomes B-C 

when GP is omitted). When the range is extended further at bar 16, the 

note C replaces first the note A, then (from bar 18) the note Ap in the 

row. These mutations of the basic material do not occur at a specific 

point in the row, rather each voice alters its own line at the place 

in the bar where the pitch range is changed. Thus it is evident that 

the pitch cluster is the ruling factor, and the polyphony is a way 

of structuring the sound of that cluster. 

The music for the first 26 bars of Movement 1 is provided by Canon 1 

in its various forms, shaped by the other parameters previously dis

cussed. Each voice of the canon can move freely between instruments. The 

first example of this is at the very opening where the cello and double 

bass harmonics combine to form one voice. Another example is in bar 4: at 

the beginning of the bar the clarinet has a line which moves to the 

horn halfway through the bar, but at the end of that bar it has another 

line which it has taken over from the bass clarinet. Instruments can 

double (providing another instrumental colour) e.g. the flute line moves 

to unison oboe and bass clarinet in bar 5, and the clarinet moves to uni

son flute and horn in bar 6. Where the density starts increasing (at the 

beginning of bar 6) the first 'new' canonic line in the viola is also a 

continuation of the note A in violin 1 from bar 5 - the voice divides 

to create a new line. The fourth viola entry in bar 6, however, is the 

beginning of another new voice with no previous connections (it begins 

on note 35 of Canon 1). 

The celeste entry in bar 7 is the first material which does not 
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fit directly into the row. This may mean that it does not derive from 

the row, although this seems unlikely. Assuming that it is connected, 

there are two possible explanations for the obscurity of its origins. 

Firstly, it may be a combination of two or more canonic lines, since two 

(three, if one includes violin 1) lines finish at the beginning of the 

celeste passage, and one new one overlaps with the end. Secondly, the 

way the celeste part is written, with G and A in the right hand, and G/, 

Av and B; in the left hand, means that any lines it does not contain are 

likely to be distorted, either by altering the note order, or the notes 

themselves. This becomes clearer when compared with the celeste passage 

at bar 18. 

In bars 9-10, the change from a wind canon to a predominantly string 

canon is gradual and subtle. The points of change in each canonic line 

from wind instrument to string instrument are staggered, and at these 

points the parts are dove-tailed. For example. the last note of the oboe 

(A) is attacked simultaneously with the first note of violin 1 (also A), 

and the oboe has a dec~e~cendotoppp, while the violin has a ~e~cendo 

from ppp to p. 

The horn entry (bar 14) begins another statement of the canon 'row', 

beginning on note 20 of the retrograde form of Canon 1(b), but quickly 

moving to Canon 1(c). This voice follows the ~en3a ~empo patterns in ce-

leste, trombone, horn (bars 18-19) and finally harpsichord (bars 19-21). 

The way the row is used in the celeste here is interesting: since the 

right hand notes (Band C) and the left hand notes (Sp, A, G) are struck 

simultaneously, it follows that every four notes must contain a B and a C. 

This is not necessarily the case in the row, so Ligeti makes some ad

justments. As can be seen from Example 44, there are three types of 
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alteration: 

1. note order - two adjacent notes can be exchanged; 

2. pitch - a note can be changed; 

J. a note can be added, presumably to make the number of right and 

left hand notes even. (In Example 44 the pairing of the notes indicates 

notes which are sounded simultaneously. The order of notes within pairs 

was determined by Canon 1(c).) 

1.1 ! v/ ~ }•·l I ! 
I 

~ c .. """ tel) 
c (/.) I (3.) (1.) 

onon ~. i (~·h 1o ,.q, I(Cl - \ d 

•. l . f"' me. (,.,ol-e. S) ----:1> 

f) 
celesh. hot'n 

J (2.i. I 
CQnorl (3.) (3.) 

I fi I(,) , I 

tl I 

\i 
I 

EXAMPLE 44 

The wind entry (end of bar 17) provides a sixth voice in the canon, 

again starting with 1(b) and moving quickly to 1(c). This is also a com-

posite voice, with each of the wind instruments playing a five or six 

note section of the row, and overlapping by between one and four (usual-

ly three) notes with the previous and following instruments, the overall 

effect being of a continuous unison statement of the row. 

At the end of bar 19 all six canonic parts finish, but the harpsi-
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chord and piano enter half-way through bar 19, so the canonic movement is 

continued in those two instruments. 

This is the most complex of the canonic sections. Canon 2 (Movement 

1), Canons 5 and 6 (Movement 2) and Canon 7 (Movement 3) are stated in 

only one direction (i.e. not in retrograde), and Canons 3 and 4 (Movement 

1), which occur in both prime and retrograde forms, are not as highly 

organised as Canon 1,with its changes of pitch, extended canonic lines, 

and dovetailing of instruments and parts. 

Conclusion 

The form of the Chamber Concerto as a whole derives from the con-

trast in style of the four movements. The ordering of the movements can 

be seen to have a basis in the traditional svmphonic structure - a 

serious, formal first movement; a long, more slowly moving second move-

ment; a capricious third movement which relies on rhythmic interest; 

and a faster, lighter fourth movement - though this is probably the 

result of Ligeti's musical feeling for this particular piece, rather 

than any deliberate use of traditional form. Ligeti's use of the name 

•Chamber Concerto' could also be seen as a backward glance, but he deals 

with this aspect himself in the sleeve notes to a recording of the Cham-

17 
ber Concerto : 

"The title 'Concerto' indicates that all thirteen instrumen-

tal parts are written for virtuosi of equal ability, and there 

is therefore no division into 'soli' and 'tutti' as in the 

traditional concerto. Instead, different groups of soloists 

alternate, though the polyphonic texture is always very clear." 

17. Ligeti, Gyorgy. Sleeve notes to recording of Chambe~ Conce~o, 
Melodien, Double Conce~~o. Decca HEAD 12. 
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In an interview in 1974
18

, Ligeti described the process he goes 

through when composing a piece of music. He begins by imagining the 

piece from beginning to end and repeats it many times. The next step is 

to draw it in his own form of graphic notation, indicating the textures 

to be used. In this step, the "real construction of the score", the 

piece can undergo considerable change as the first idea is altered to fit 

Ligeti's 'plans', and the plans in turn are altered to fit the piece At 

some point in this step he fixes the highest and lowest points of clus-

ters, the intervals, and other focal points in the piece. He then writes 

the piece out in musical notation. 

From the listener's point of view, however, Ligeti's method of com-

posing and even his intentions are irrelevant. The listener hears a 

series of textures -cluster chords, webs of sound, 'pure' intervals -

which change gradually as they move from one focal point to the next, or 

which are contrasted or blended. 

The way in which these textures are formed has been described in 

this analysis, and the patterns of notes, particularly in the canonic 

sections, have been shown to be carefully organised and controlled. How-

ever, it is evident from the analysis that the notes are organised, not 

because the note order itself is important, but because it creates the 

textures which in turn illuminate the form. This gives the music a feel-

ing of cohesiveness, satisfying to the ear of the listener. 

18. Jack, Adrian. "Ligeti talks to Adrian Jack." Music and Musicians, 
Volume 22, No.11, July 1974: 24-30. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Ligeti uses the term 'senza tempo' throughout the Chamber 

Concerto, and provides the following explanations of the two 

forms of 'senza tempo' pattern: 

1. (for short note-groupings) 

•1 i:l:hUJ • "renra tempo" patterns within the metrical order. The entrances of the 
pattans art: metrlet:lly fixed; In each Instance the rest(rj .show(s) where the pattern 
be&(ns; triplet or quintuplet marlcin&s refer to the rest(s) plus the first tone of the 
pattern. Afttr attack Int. the patterns are played f!Lf9.11..B1..P.Ossible, Independent of 
the metre. The rests in brackets- e. g. ( 1 ' J - are not to be taken In consideration 
when playing; they Indicate the lma&(nary remainder of the crotchet duration, the 
1::IJ.JJ paturns bein& notated ar thouch they had f'O duratiOTL If a pattern cannot be 
accommodated within a beat, It may extend Into the next beat r.t the COlt of the 
following non·bf·acJceted rest; the bar line may also be crossed if necerraf)'. This dm•s 
not mean, howe••er, that the entrance of the next pattern may be shift~d: the r~rts 
may be reduced, but the patterns nwst enur at the prescribed point. 

2. (for longer note-groupings) 

•; i+LJ U 111111111 IJ lJ.t •longer "se!'za tempo" cadenzas.. The entrances of 
the cadenzas are merrically fixed (ree "tenza tempo" patterns, footllote, p. 7). After 
attacking, the cadenzas aM played~ fast as possible, Independent of the metre and 
the bar lines. The rests in brackets- e. g. ( 1-"'".,.. J- are not to be taken in conride· 
ration when playing; they Indicate the imaginary remaining duration of the bars, the 
et~denzas being notated as thougft they had no duratioTL 
When a cadenza is finished, the player waits for the beginning of the next bar: from 
that point on. the previoutly suspended metre is resumed. 
NB. When cadenzas begin rimultaneously in two or more instruments, only the attack 
is simultaneous; after that, the cadenzas are individual, each instrument playing its 
notes independently tU ftUt tU potsible, and finishing independently. In this way, little 
time-shifts can occur; the notation In the score is only an indication, and the individual 
cadenzas may end a bit earlier or laur. 
Although tht duration is individual, the dynamics mutt bt adiusted to match: the pp 
in tht simultaneously btginning cadenzas must bt at tht same dynamic level in the 
instrumenTal parts running parallel to each other. 

90 
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APPENDIX 2 

The section from bar 56 to the end of Movement 1 cons is ts 

of a principal line (a sta tement of Canon 3 which gradually mutates), 

accompanied by seve ral subs idiary lines. Appendix 2 is a facsimile 

of the score in those seven bars, wit h the principal line highli ghted. 
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APPENDIX 3 

The section between bars 15 and 24 in Movement 4 consists of a 

principal line accompanied by various subsidiary lines. In the 

first three bars (bars 15 - 17) the only instruments plaving 

are the piccolo and bass clarinet, both of which plav the principal 

line in four-o c tave unison. The next six bars (bars 18 - 23) 

are shown in Appendix 3, with the principal. line highlighted. At 

the end of bar 23 the principal line continues in the l e ft hand 

of the piano for another bar and a half. 
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APPENDIX 4 

Appendix 4 contains graphs of the pitch content of the four 

movements. An attempt has been made in the graphs to preserve the 

relative length of bars, so that when a bar of 
4 
4 

at J = 60 is 

the basic unit, then a 'senza tempo' bar of ca. 12" will be given 

three units, whereas two bars of 
2 
4 

will share a unit. This 

attempt at relativity is necessarily approximate, given the small 

scale of the graphs. Each graph, as a whole, provides a valuable 

picture of the direction of movement in pitch, and the overall 

form of the movements. 
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Pitch graph of Movement 1 
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Pitch graph of Movement 2 
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Pitch graph of Movement 3 
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Pitch graph of Movement 4 
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